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Private Guided Tours
My Local Concierge work together with professional and locally based
tour guides, each with their own unique passion and knowledge of the
region, to create personalised and bespoke tours for individuals, groups
and families that are travelling to Marbella.
These experiences offer our clients a door to door escorted excursion
with transport provided that unveils the “real” Spain, discovering the
hidden depths of our fascinating history and culture as well as fun
insights and anecdotes that only a local person can explain a far cry
from a package tour approach!
Every experience is unique, tried and tested and offers a fascinating
insight into our lands, our culture, our people and all served with a good
quota of fun!
Tours are priced per person and fully inclusive of transport, the guide/s
and entrances to monuments and museums. Food and drinks are
generally not included (with the exception of the tapas tours) but
reservations for restaurants as appropriate will be made as part of the
booking.
The tours that we feature in this brochure are a highlight of those that
we offer so if you have a specific request or would like to cover more
than the Andalucían region do not hesitate to ask!

Granada
Granada is a two and a half hour drive from the Marbella area so if you would
prefer to include an overnight stay we can of course make the arrangements..

HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS TOUR
• Visit to the Alhambra, a UNESCO Cultural World Heritage Site
• Enjoy a delicious lunch in a local tapas bar
• Explore a food market where you can taste Jamón serrano and
typical treats
• Stroll down the downtown squares of this bustling, yet charming
urban hub.
The city of Granada, located at the foot of the Sierra Nevada mountains
and surrounded by a prodigiously fertile plain, boasts astonishing
architecture which captures the very essence of Moorish culture. As the
day develops, you will learn of the Arabic passion which developed the
city into a veritable centre of art, culture and learning centuries ago. You
will also find out about the Christian reconquest of Granada, the
significance of Christopher Columbus in this period of its history, and
how the city has become the magnificent destination it is today.
This tour departs at 8am, returning around 7pm.
Prices from €155 per person for a group of 4 people. Seasonal variations
can affect price and availability and tickets for the Alhambra are in high
demand in the summer season.
*We can also organise this as a Helicopter Tour
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Ronda
Our tour guides have curated 2 different experiences in Ronda for you to
consider both of which are suitable for solo travellers, couples or groups.
1. RONDA AND HER WINERIES
HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS TOUR
•During this tour you will be able to soak up the glorious views of
Ronda.
•Discover secret corners of the Old Town of Ronda with its Roman era
architecture
•Explore a historic Victorian hotel built by the British and designed in
Bloomsbury, perched high on a cliff edge
•Savour some of the gastronomy of the region.
You cannot fail to be enchanted by Ronda, capital of the route of the
Pueblos Blancos (White Villages). Ronda perches on top of dramatic
cliffs and enjoys breathtaking views of the surrounding countryside. The
romantic travellers of the 18th and 19th centuries “discovered” Ronda,
and it inspired many writers including Hemingway, Orson Welles and the
German poet Rilke. Old and New Towns are separated by a dramatic
natural gorge which is spanned by the majestic Puente Nuevo or New
Bridge – an icon of Andalucia.
To compliment your visit to the historical quarter, you will enjoy a winetasting in one of Ronda ́s boutique wineries. With an altitude of 650m
(high for vineyards) and chilly evening temperatures that calm the
grapes, Ronda has been quietly producing superb red wines for several
decades. For wine enthusiasts, Ronda wines deserve investigation and
obviously need to be tasted to be appreciated.
Departs 9am, returns 5.30pm. Prices from €144 per person for a group
of 4 people.
**We can also organise this as a helicopter tour

Ronda
2. MR HENDERSON’S RAILWAY HERITAGE UNVEILED
HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS TOUR

• Discover the fascinating story of the Andalucian railway built by
Victorian Englishman Mr Henderson.
• Journey through some of the most stunning scenery in Southern
Spain.
• Indulge in some excellent food and wine along the route (not
included).
• A walking option is also available to enjoy some scenic hiking along
the route for those that are more physically fit and active.
This marvellous piece of Andalucian engineering heritage was, until
recently, relegated to memory however our tour partners have helped
to revive it, so that we can show you the old glory days of train travel,
with a modern twist.
Your day begins at the Hotel Reina Cristina in Algeciras, a magnificent
colonial English hotel which dates from the turn of the century. Here we
discover why the area held such appeal for Mr Henderson and find out
about the many dignitaries who visited. Then we will take you on the
railway itself to enjoy the spectacular views and scenery as the train
winds its way up through the hills to Ronda.
You will visit the Reina Cristina’s sister hotel, the Reina Victoria in Ronda,
perched magnificently atop the cliffs of Ronda Old Town. We will also
take a short stroll through Ronda before heading back down to the
Costa del Sol.
This tour generally departs at 09.00, returning around 18.30. Prices from
€132 per person for a group of 4 people.
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Gibraltar
A British Colony off the shores of Southern Spain-Visa requirements are
the same as if you were to enter UK territory, we can assist if required
with paperwork or advice.

•
•
•
•

HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS TOUR
Visit Europa Point, the gateway between the Atlantic and
Mediterranean sea
Visit the Great Siege Tunnels for a fascinating journey back in time
Walk through St Michael's Cave, an impressive natural underworld
Visit the Top of The Rock Nature Reserve and meet the Barbary
Apes, Gibraltar’s most famous residents
Our Tour partners will take you literally inside the Rock, as we unlock
the secrets that have made Gibraltar what it is today: a historic
community that is as prosperous as it is defiant.
This is a half-day tour and you can choose either a morning or an
afternoon departure.
Departs from your accommodation at 9am, returning around 2pm, or
departing at 3pm returning around 8pm.
Prices from 158€ per person for a group of 4 people.

Seville
The influx of New World wealth in the 16th and 17th centuries
transformed Seville into the richest city in the world. Our guides have
created two tours, one that explores the more classic monuments and
the other that explores the more hidden side of the city.
1. CLASSIC SEVILLE
•
•
•
•

HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS TOUR
Visit the most important monuments of Seville
See a skyline view of the city from a rooftop terrace
Enjoy a local lunch (not included)
A walking tour through the medieval maze-like streets of Santa Cruz
neighbourhood

Seville is a city bursting with history and brimming with colour – it is
truly one of Europe’s most beautiful destinations. Every corner has a
picture-postcard scene of archetypal Spanish life. The natives of Seville,
capital of Andalucia and the region’s largest city, take great pride in their
home and are very welcoming and warm hosts.
Seville’s international profile has been raised considerably as scenes
of Game of Thrones was filmed within the walls of the Alcazar (Royal
Palace) and fans are flocking there from around the globe.
Wonder at the world's largest Gothic cathedral and see Christopher
Columbus's tomb, then wander through the oldest functioning royal
palace in Europe before stepping into the maze of the former Jewish
quarter of Santa Cruz. Guests can choose to visit the first two
monuments with an audio guide or hire an additional local guide for a
more in-depth visit.
Departs at 08.30, returning around 19.00.
Prices from €167 per person
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Seville
2. SECRETS OF SEVILLE
HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS TOUR
•A visit to a closed order of nuns in a 400 year old convent
•Coffee with a gypsy
•Lunch with the locals
•Stroll the quiet alleyways far from the madding crowds
Beyond the typical 'Monumental Seville', our Secrets of Seville tours
show you a diverse city with deeply held traditions and cutting edge
urban design. A visit to a closed order of nuns in a 400 year old
convent, Coffee with a gypsy, Lunch with the locals and Stroll the quiet
alleyways far from the madding crowds.
At one point in its history, Seville was the wealthiest city in the world;
for centuries, ships departed for the New World from here, bringing
back untold riches. Where is all that wealth today? Much of it is kept
behind locked doors. Our Tour partners will escort you around the
“Seville you never knew...”, unlocking doors and sharing with you the
intimate side of the Andalucian capital city. Discover the exuberant
culture of the Sevillanos; their pride, passion and personality.
This tour generally departs at 8.30am, returning around 7pm. Prices
from €138 per person for a group of 4 people based on the Costa del
Sol.
Seasonal variations can affect price and availability.
Please note this tour does not run on a MONDAY.
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Jerez
Our Jerez tours allow you to dip into the wonderful world of Sherry,
together with a visit to the Royal Equestrian School, home of the worldrenowned Dancing Horses of Andalucia.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS TOUR
• Visit the world famous Royal Equestrian School to see the “Dancing
Horses”
• Enjoy a tasting in a local bodega to step inside the fascinating world
of Sherry
• Rub shoulders with locals over a succulent lunch in a traditional
Venta
We enjoy a visit to the Royal Equestrian School in Jerez de la Frontera, to
experience first-hand the brilliant horsemanship of this world-renowned
learning centre. On Tuesdays and Thursdays you can see an exhibition
called “How the Andalucian Horses Dance”, while on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, although there`s no show as such, the visit is
even more intimate as you get to see the stables and can witness a
practise session, up close and personal.
As if that was not enough excitement for one day, we continue onto a
boutique Sherry bodega to reveal the mystery behind the centuries-old
sherry industry, now enjoying a resurgence, and taste these delicious
fortified wines for ourselves.
To wrap up the day perfectly, we taste some traditional tapas in a local
restaurant, rubbing shoulders with Jerezano society and sampling
platters of regional specialities.
Departs at 8.30am, returning around 6pm.
Prices from €165 per person
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Cordoba
Our Cordoba day trip is one of the most frequently requested with our
clients and always delights. A peaceful and thoughtful city with a dash of
melancholy
HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS TOUR
• See the sublime Mequita, now the Cathedral of Cordoba
• Stroll the Old Town and the former Jewish Quarter
• Visit a boutique hotel pieced together from various city palaces
• Enjoy a local lunch
• A little free time for shopping
There is much to cover in our time there but due to the compact Old
Town, we can cover most sights on a 2km walking circuit. We explore
the Judería (The Former Jewish Quarter) and peek into the Synagogue
and then enjoy one of the most emblematic local neighbourhoods and
see the typical streets decorated with pot plants and hanging baskets.
We pause to contemplate a wonderful living sculpture by Juan Manuel
Belmonte which depicts the tradition of floral decoration. On our
walking tour, we will also visit a wonderful boutique hotel made out of 2
ancient houses in the Old Town.
The highlight of the trip will be your stroll into the Mesquita or the
former Mosque of the mighty Al-Andalus Muslim kingdom. This Mosque
was second only to the Great Mosque of Damascus and it is one of the
most unique and beautiful buildings in Europe. After your self-guided
visit inside, we will make our way to one of our favourite restaurants
before making our way home through the Olive Groves of Andalucía.
Departs at 9am, returns at 6pm approximately.
Prices from €145 per person

Tapas Tours
Tapas Tours are the perfect way to enjoy two aspects of the city in one
evening; culture and gourmet delights. We offer this experience in either
Marbella or Malaga Old Town.
•
•
•
•

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE TOUR
An evening of food and wine in the heart of the Old Town
Enjoy some of our favourite hand-picked tapas bars
Discover the amazing properties of Andalucian Olive Oil (Marbella)
Explore the ancient past of the city, the birthplace of Picasso
(Malaga)
The Old Town quarters of both Marbella and Malaga offer a vibrant
restaurant scene in their cobbled streets. The locals love to stroll
around the narrow streets, stopping to enjoy a tapa with a glass of
Sherry in the many bars, cafes and bodegas. You will eat local
specialties accompanied by excellent regional wines, experience the
laid-back vibe, unique history and culture of Real Andalucía.

Whether you opt to enjoy the experience in Malaga or Marbella you will
follow an easy going tapas route designed to encompass the emblematic
areas of the city, your guide will remain with you throughout. This is a
walking tour but suitable for all ages and levels of fitness.
We will visit three tapas bars, sampling two savoury tapas at each
together with a glass of local wines, or a beer if you prefer in each.
We operate the Malaga tour as a lunch or a dinner option, Marbella is
just operated in the evenings.
Prices from €109 per person
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Malaga
Malaga is a vibrant and evolving city and THE must visit city for any
art lover. Birthplace to Pablo Picasso this beautiful Spanish city
played host to his formative years and a century later, Malaga has
been restored to its former glory.
•
•
•
•

HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS TOUR
A visit with guides of the Picasso Museum to explore the artis’s
life and his collection
Visit an old bodega in the heart of the Old Town for an apertivo
Familiarise yourself with Old Town Malaga and see for yourself
why they city has received such a surge in popularity
Wash down platters of fresh fish with local Malaga wines

We are dubbing this tour the Picasso Effect – Malaga’s most famous
son (apart from Antonio Banderas, of course) is still creating a buzz
in his hometown, and you will experience the charm of this seaside
city up-close and personal.
As well as the Picasso Museum, you will see Roman and Phoenician
ruins that attest to Malaga’s ancient past. In a stark juxtaposition,
these mementos of antiquity sit alongside the Moorish fortress,
flanked by hip cafes and bars. Malaga certainly has a very strong
beating pulse.
You will stroll through the elegant Old Town with its plethora of
shops, bars and restaurants and, nearby, a brand new marina. You
will sip a Sherry in one of its more longstanding taverns and then sit
down to a delicious lunch (price not included). Quite a day to
remember!
Departs from Marbella at 9am returning around 5pm.
Prices from 124€ per person
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Lifestyle Activities
Residents of Marbella place quality of life and lifestyle activities really
very high in their priorities and My Local Concierge has researched and
selected the very best and often unique experiences to offer our clients.
When considering things to do, whether you wish to relax or tease your
adrenaline levels we have a large selection to offer and can also curate
magical and memorable activities just for you.
We highlight here a selection of experiences that we have found to be
popular with our clients all of which can be tailored to suit your
requirements and some with options to be enjoyed in the privacy of
your own residence or in a specific location.
Booking any one of the experiences can be made straightforwardly with
one of our Lifestyle Managers. Discuss your individual needs and we will
make sure that the experience has been curated to suit or, ask us for
inspiration and we will be more than happy to help!

Olive Oil tasting
If you fancy venturing into the culture and discovering the benefits of
Spain's most emblematic product, you cannot miss out on this workshop
and tasting experiences in Marbella's Old Town.
Learn how to differentiate between Virgin Oil and Extra Virgin Oil,
distinguish an Arbequina Oil from a Picual and understand why are some
of them are piquant and others aren't. Become educated about
unfiltered oils, or first cold-pressed oils and impress friends by detecting
an excellent oil from a lower quality or defective one!
These and many other questions will be answered in our introductory
workshop on tasting Extra Virgin Olive Oil, an essential course to get
you started in this wonderful world of sensations and Mediterranean
Cultural Heritage. We recommend this as an activity for the whole
family: A fun workshop to be enjoyed with even the youngest members
of the family.
This activity includes the tasting of 6 different Premium Virgin Olive Oils
from different parts of our country, and as a professional tasting panel
would, to finally try all of them with freshly baked bread.
Duration: 60 minutes approx.
Capacity: From 4 to a maximum of 10 people.
Languages: Spanish – English – French
Location: Marbella's Old Town, Calle Nueva, 9, next to Plaza de los
Naranjos.
Pricing from 25€ per person based upon a group of 8 persons
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Wine Tasting
Spain is passionate about wine. We are famous for cultivating it and
thoroughly enjoy drinking it! Whether you are a complete beginner or a
seasoned wine enthusiast including a wine focused experience during
your time in Marbella will be both educational and fun.
We can organise a wine tasting masterclass with one of Spain’s leading
sommeliers either at your private residence or in their dedicated bodega
and classroom environment. Learn about the four stages of wine tasting
and open your senses!
Alternatively, if you wish to visit local and award winning vineyards and
combine with some local gastronomy in nearby Ronda we will happily
curate a bespoke tour for you with a Private Guide and Chauffeur driven
transport.
Our sommelier is not just an expert in Spanish wines, he also can discuss
and educate you and your guests regarding International wines and
Champagnes so dependent upon your wishes we will customise the
experience for you.
Pricing is dependent upon the wines that you wish to sample, the
location and the group size.

Segway Adventures
Segway Adventures can be described in four words; Simple, Addictive,
Intuitive and Fun! They are a great alternative to your more standard
sightseeing tours and a fun way to see the Golden Mile between
Marbella and Puerto Banus.
Collect your Segway in Puerto Banús and opt to explore on your own or
venture out with one of our Private Guides. You will see Luxury VIllas
owned by the rich and famous, 5 star hotels, Impressive super yachts
and take in our stunning coastline and scenery in the warm Marbella
sunshine!
Segway adventures are a superb group or family activity at anytime of
the day and booking has flexible timings also. Full training will be offered
by our Professional Guides before you start so do not worry if you are a
complete novice. Typically a Guided Tour would last up to 2 hours with
sufficient breaks for drinks and snacks along the way.
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Buggy Safari
Splash your way through rivers and up into the hills on a bumpy ride
that will have you grinning from ear to ear. Suitable for families or for
corporate functions as they have the ability to cater for larger parties
and group of friends wanting to have some serious fun.
It's a messy kind of activity so if you are someone that doesn't enjoy a
bit of wind in your hair and dust in the air then this may not be for you
but if you are up for a challenge, love the open road and stunning
scenery then the Buggy Safari will be right up your street.
The buggies are fully automatic, brand new, powerful and the safest in
their ranking and very fun to drive! No previous experience is
needed you only need a valid driving license, be 18 or older and to love
adventure if you want to be a driver. The passenger that travels with
you, or not if you want to drive solo, can, however, be under 18 and
does not need to be a license holder so this is also a family friendly
activity.
You can choose a two hour tour for €109 or a three-hour tour for €169.
An even longer full day tour including lunch is also possible but needs to
be requested with a good amount of notice so the team can coordinate
a bespoke day for you.
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Camino del Rey Experience
Located approx 1.5 hours from Marbella the Gorge Desfiladero de los
Gaitanes, also known as the Camino del Rey, is a natural beauty spot and
a great hike for nature lovers and adrenaline junkies alike.
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The gorge has been formed by the construction of a water channel from
the reservoirs in the north to El Chorro and inaugurated by King Alfonso
X111 in 1921, thus the name “Path of the King”.

40% penetration in Europe and USA
l

The vertical walls and gorge are now lined with a renovated pathway
and footbridge. The full hike is around 8km long, and with its steep
drops it is not for those who suffer from vertigo but most certainly a
must-do for any thrillseekers out there! There is also a super little
restaurant to enjoy a post-hike chilled beer and delight in your
accomplishments.

67% of travelers research the destination online before travelling;

averaging 4.1 websites per traveler
l

Each will spend 21 days selecting a destination and 17 days

choosing travel components
l

You will be collected by your Chauffeur driver at your residence and
taken to meet your guide at the entrance to the Gorge. Your Private
Guide will inform you in detail along the way of the history of the area
and the creation and renovations of the route itself. If you opt to hike in
the morning then completing the experience with lunch is advised or if it
is the afternoon then perhaps a little Spanish merienda will work well
before heading back to Marbella to relax before your dinner plans.
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At US$83.2 Billion in 2011, online advertising is the fastest

growing sector, accounting for 18% of global advertising revenue
l

Local businesses are becoming increasingly attracted to online

promotion
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Pricing from 105€ per person
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Go Karting
Go Karting is a super fun activity for all the family and there are two
locations that we recommend; one in Malaga close to the airport and
the other in Estepona just 15 minutes from Puerto Banus.
You can opt to just go and have a few laps or if you are a group of more
than 6 persons then we can arrange a mini Grand Prix! We have also
organised birthday parties, corporate events and other special
arrangements for people that want exclusive use of the track.
This activity requires advance booking however the circuits are open
daily from morning until night so there are flexible timing options that
can be offered.
Prices are charged per session which lasts 8 minutes and dependent on
which kart you choose
Child (6 years +) - 10€
Junior (10-15years) - 17€
Extreme (15 years +) - 20€
As with all of our lifestyle bookings we can also organise door to door
transport with our chauffeurs if you desire this additional level of
service.
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Waterparks
There are 3 different waterparks along the Costa del Sol so depending on
the location of where you are staying we would advise accordingly.
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A visit to a Waterpark is often a firm family favourite during their holiday
time in Marbella. All of the 3 main waterparks are all open from May to
September so if you are visiting out of this season then please be aware
that it will not be possible.
Enjoy the thrill of the Kamakaze rides, rapids and body ski areas or relax
and chill in the lazy rivers or jacuzzi areas. The waterparks will be busy
later in the day so if you prefer to avoid queues then it is advisable to
book during the week and arrive early.
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l

Each will spend 21 days selecting a destination and 17 days

choosing travel components
l

We can arrange a chauffeur driver for you and also have your Private
Chef prepare a super picnic to take with you. Whilst there are some
restaurant facilities on site they are of thenmore fast food variety.
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Formula 1 Race Experience
The first of its kind, this Formula 1 Race Resort is located in a beautiful
secluded valley in Ronda and combines luxury with adrenaline.
The racetrack is the longest in Spain totalling 5,425 meters and offers a
unique and authentic Formula 1 driving experience.
Cars available for use on Track Days at the Ascari track include: a Le
Mans Race Car, LMP 900 two seater, Radical SR3's, Reynard Chrysler
single seaters, Lotus Elise race cars, a BMW 3 Compact, and off-road
buggies. We can also arrange for you to test your own vehicle if you
prefer and each experience will be customised to the individual driver.
All experiences include:
• Full circuits of the 5.45km track
• Personal Instructor
• Racing equipment
• Gourmet Catering
• Visit to the Private Garage which is home to some of the World’s
fastest cars
We can also combine this experience with a Helicopter Transfer if you
wish to make a truly VIP entrance and combine adrenaline in the air and
on the ground in one day.
The track is not open daily so this activity does require some prior
booking.
We have created 5 different experiences starting from 990€ per person
for the Mini Experience.

Racquet Sports
Racquet Sports have been popular in Spain for years and with many
Spanish champions taking the trophies in many of the Grand Slams you
can understand why we also enjoy some world class facilities here in
Marbella. Tennis or Padel Tennis are the two most popular Racquet
sports played in the area.

We can enjoy private lessons, group lessons and even mini tournaments
for Tennis and/or Padel Tennis during your time in Marbella. Our
recommended facilities can offer tuition as well as equipment hire so as
long as you have suitable clothing then you will be able to play!
Depending upon your location we will be able to advise and reserve the
best facility in your area. Racquet sports in Spain are a very sociable
affair so all of the clubs also enjoy some super restaurant and bar
facilities, ideal for post game refreshments!
If your residence enjoys court facilities then we can also organise for a
private multilingual instructor to come to teach you in the privacy of
your own home.

Horseriding
Dependent on your level of ability we have several Horse Riding
experiences to enjoy within Mountain, Beach and Schooling
environments
Horses are very much at the heart and soul of Andalucía so a riding
experience is an activity that both young and older will enjoy. We work
with the very best ranches and Equestrian schools in the area to provide
activities to suit your ability, age and requirements.
Ride on the expansive beaches of Tarifa on the Costa de la Luz, Trek into
the mountains and through the rivers of the inland region of Andalucia
or enjoy a day of Pony Club or a lesson if you prefer either individually
or as part of a group. If you are already an experienced or even
professional rider then we will be able to match you with a suitable
equestrian school and instruction so that you can continue with your
passion and talent during your holiday stay.
Pony club experiences start from 15€ per child
Taster Hack for beginners 25€ per person
A 2 hour Hack is 40€ per person

Mobile Spa Services
Enjoy a relaxing massage, facial, hairstyling, pedicure, manicure or
other luxurious body treatment in the comfort of your private
residence or holiday accommodation. Our professional team can
provide a full spa experience so that you don’t need to venture to a
salon.
Whether you are holidaying or living in Marbella, visiting a salon is
often not the most convenient option and delivering a spa
experience at home means that you can relax and remove the
complications of transport logistics from the equation.
Services that we can provide for you would include:
Hair styling
Professional Make up
Eyelash Extensions
Waxing
Massage
Reflexology
Physiotherapy
Facials
Body Treatments
Manicures
Pedicures
Simply contact us with your requirements and we will match you
with the most suitable therapist.

Yoga & Personal Trainers
Health and fitness is a priority to us all these days and incorporating it
into your every day often needs the assistance of a personal trainer.

Our experienced yoga instructors are schooled in a varied selection of
Yoga from Bikram, to Strala, Hatha and Ashtanga. Whether you are
experienced or a complete novice the Marbella environment is a
perfect partner for a holistic activity.
Classes can be arranged for individuals or large groups, at yoga schools
(easier for hot yoga) or in the comfort of your Villa, apartment or hotel.
A Yoga session is approximately an hour to 75mins and our instructors
will provide mats if they are coming to you.
If a Personal trainer is what you need then we also work with
Marbella’s best. Perhaps you have a desire to lose weight or maybe
you need to maintain a schedule, either way one to one instruction and
daily motivation is the most successful way to achieve that. Our
recommended trainers can visit you at your residence (this usually
requires a gym to be on site or some equipment to be available) or
they can train you in one of Marbella’s top facilities.
Whatever your fitness need we can connect you with the right
professional to achieve your goals.

Watersports & Yacht Charter
Being located by the Sea, Marbella offers a wide selection of
activities in the water. Perhaps you want to break up the day a little
with just an hour of fun or maybe you want to plan a longer time
out at sea, either way we have several ideas that you will enjoy!
Jet Ski Hire
Padel Surf
Wake Boarding
Kayaking
Canyoning
Motor Boat Hire
Luxury Yacht Hire
Sunset Cruisies
Sailing
Fishing
Whatever your watersports penchant we have a professional team
always with the very best equipment ready and waiting.

Flamenco and Latin Rhythms
Feel the true Spirit of Spain with a lesson in the art of Traditional
Flamenco or perhaps get into the beats of the Latino rhythm and
moves with a Salsa class.
Our dance instructors are not only professional but also
Internationally acclaimed and have performed all over the world.
They will be able to teach you the basic moves if you are a novice or
for those with more dance experience you will be able to choreograph
a performance with a true expert artist.
Instructors are all bilingual and classes are available in their school or
privately in your residence which when combined with a Private Chef
experience can make for the perfect pre or post dinner activity for
guests, families and friends.
This is an activity that is suitable for all ages however we would advise
from 5 year upwards as the best age to start!
Pricing would depend on the size of the group and the location of the
class.

ACTIVITIES & PRIVATE TOURS
For Booking information : +34 951 127 071 / marbella@mylocalconcierge.com
www.mylocalconcierge.com

